REFERING SUMMEY
If you are playing summey with just two people then you don’t need a referee because
when you tag the person that is live which is playing against you in summey they can feel
you tag them and you can feel them tag you in you body (this way either players can not
cheat and say you didn’t tag me if the other player did).
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As you can see on the table above this is to show you what the playing area looks like
when you play summey on it. When you play summey with five players on each team,
players from team A are on the left while players from team B are on the right. You can
also see that there are two referees one inside the playing area which is doing the
integrating while the other one is out side the playing area that is doing the offending.
The reason why there are two referees when you play summey with five or more people
on a team is because they both have different jobs. The integrating referee job is keep
an eye on who is live and to point at the person that is now live after they have tag the
person that was live before and also to shout out there name or number off that player
so the players know who they have to tag to become live if could not see someone else
tag the other person that was live before. The job of the offending referee is to see who
is using physical violence on someone else and if they see that from a player then the
will blow the whistle which will stop the game (the offending referee will send the
player that use physical violence on the other player from the other team off and the
team will go one player down).
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If the player that got injured by the other player from the other team that cause harm to
them by using physical violence on them then a player that is a substitute will come on
and replace the injured one. Also the player that was live when the violence happened
and the game stopped will then start in the middle of the centre core which is circle in
the middle and also both teams go back to there sides but only this time the captains of
each teams don’t have to run in the middle again only the player that was live before
the sendoff will start off being live and start in the middle when the match continues.
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